Can Elastic Instability be Beneficial in Concentric Tube Robots?
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Abstract—Concentric tube manipulators exhibit elastic instability in which tubes snap from one configuration to another, rapidly releasing stored strain energy. While this has long been viewed as a negative phenomenon to be avoided at all costs, in this paper we explore for the first time whether the effect can be harnessed beneficially for certain applications. Specifically, we show that the energy released in an instability can be useful for challenging, high-force surgical tasks such as driving a needle through tissue. We use concentric tube models to define the energy released during elastic instability and experimentally evaluate a two-tube concentric manipulator that can drive suture needles through tissue by harnessing elastic instability beneficially.

Index Terms—Medical Robots and Systems, Surgical Robotics: Laparoscopy

I. INTRODUCTION

CONCENTRIC tube robots have been studied primarily as manipulators for surgical applications where fine control, dexterity, and accuracy are desirable. Because of this, elastic instability, where the manipulator suddenly releases strain energy and jumps from one configuration to another, has been viewed as an undesirable property of these manipulators. A number of prior studies have devised ways to avoid them through tube design [1], [2], [3], [4], [5], path planning [6], [7], and/or control [8], [9]. However, these instabilities have never previously been viewed as potentially beneficial, which is the perspective we take in this paper. Since an elastic instability rapidly releases a potentially large amount of energy, high power is available to be delivered to surgical tasks if it can be harnessed appropriately.

There has been rapid recent advancement in the study of elastic instability in concentric tube robots, and the mechanics-based model that describes them [10], [11] has recently been studied in depth to characterize elastic instability [12], [13]. Here, we use this theory to create a prototype manipulator that can drive a curved suturing needle through tissue by harnessing the energy released during an elastic instability.
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To accomplish this task, we first provide the modeling background necessary to describe the kinematics, mechanics, and energy release that occur during elastic instability. We then use the model to create three concentric tube robots that can perform the rotational tip motion needed to drive sutures without significant Cartesian tip motion. We experimentally evaluate the performance of these three robots in benchtop experiments to explore average power release and repeatability of snap angle.

II. MODELING ELASTIC INSTABILITY

The purpose of this section is to provide the equations, based on the accepted mechanics and stability models (e.g. [10], [11], [12], [13]), that define the strain energy released during elastic instability. We restrict our analysis to two tube manipulators made from component tubes with straight lengths and constant precurvature tips, and many of the equations in this section have been simplified under these assumptions. The most general formulations can be found in the previous modeling work, cited above.

A. Frame Assignments and Kinematic Variables

We identify the index of the component tube with the subscript \( i \), where \( i = 1 \) and \( i = 2 \) correspond to the inner and outer tube, respectively. We assume that each component tube has a total length \( \ell_i \) and is straight except for a constant precurvature tip of precurvature \( k_i \). The model assumes that the cross-section of each tube remains annular during bending, and we define the bending and torsional stiffness of the component tubes as \( k_{ib} \) and \( k_{it} \), respectively.

We assume that there are material-attached frames \( g_1(s) \) and \( g_2(s) \) attached to the inner and outer tube, respectively, at every arc length and that there is a Bishop frame attached to the backbone of the manipulator. The z-axes of each of these frames are aligned and tangent to the backbone, but
TABLE I: Kinematic Symbols

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$g$</td>
<td>The homogeneous representation of $SE(3)$, $g \in \mathbb{R}^{3 \times 4}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\psi_i$</td>
<td>The twist from the backbone bishop frame to the material frame</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\beta_i$</td>
<td>Arc length $s$ where tube $i$ is held</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\alpha_i$</td>
<td>Absolute rotational actuation of tube $i$ at $\beta_i$; $\psi_i(\beta_i) = \alpha_i$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\ell_i$</td>
<td>Total length of $i$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\tilde{\ell}$</td>
<td>Arc length distance with both tubes present/precurved</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$k_{ib}$</td>
<td>Bending stiffness of tube $i$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$k_{i\ell}$</td>
<td>Torsional stiffness of tube $i$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$K_i$</td>
<td>Stiffness map of tube $i$: $K_i = \text{diag}(k_{ib}, k_{i\ell}, k_{i\ell})$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$K$</td>
<td>Sum of the tube stiffness maps: $K = \sum_i K_i$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$u_i$</td>
<td>Constant precurvature magnitude of tube $i$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$e_i$</td>
<td>Curve tube in material-attached frame</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\theta$</td>
<td>Relative twist angle: $\theta = \psi_2 - \psi_1$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\theta_{tip}$</td>
<td>Relative twist angle at $s = \ell$: $\theta_{tip} = \theta(L)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\theta_{act}$</td>
<td>Relative twist angle at actuators: $\theta_\beta = \psi_2(\beta_2) - \psi_1(\beta_1)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$h$</td>
<td>Allowable variation function</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\beta$</td>
<td>Stability metric: $\beta &gt; 0 \implies$ stable</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Behind the front plate, the tubes are straight and twist at a constant rate in arc length, so that the curvature vectors in this section are given by

$$u_1 = -\theta'(0)K_1^{-1}K_2e_3 \quad s \in [\beta_1, 0)$$

$$u_2 = \theta'(0)K_1^{-1}K_2e_3 \quad s \in [\beta_2, 0)$$

For completeness, we also know that when the inner tube is exposed, its curvature is equivalent to its precurvature, or

$$u_1 = u_1^* \quad s \in (\tilde{\ell}, \beta_1 + \ell_1]$$

For the problem we are considering, both tubes have a constant precurvature beginning at $s = 0$, so their precurvature functions are given as

$$u_1^*(s) = \begin{cases} 0 & s \in [\beta_1, 0) \\ k_1e_1 & s \in [0, \beta_1 + \ell_1] \end{cases}$$

$$u_2^*(s) = \begin{cases} 0 & s \in [\beta_2, 0) \\ k_2e_2 & s \in [0, \beta_2 + \ell_2] \end{cases}$$

Since the local curvature of each tube $u_i$ and its precurvature $u_i^*$ are known at every arc length, the change in local curvature $\Delta u_i$ can be found for each tube, and the strain energy can be computed from (1).

B. Strain Energy Computation

The strain energy stored in a component tube $E_i$ is related to the square of its change in curvature $\Delta u_i$, and is given by

$$E_i = \int_{\beta_i}^{\beta_i + \ell_i} \Delta u_j^T K_i \Delta u_i \, ds$$

where the change in curvature $\Delta u_i(s)$ is defined as the difference between the tube’s deformed curvature vector $u_i(s)$ and the tube’s undeformed precurvature vector $u_i^*(s)$. The total strain energy stored in a configuration is the sum of the energy stored in each tube, and the matrix $K_i$ is a diagonal matrix of tube stiffnesses, as given in Table I.

To compute the change in curvature of each tube $\Delta u_i(s)$, we must know how the tubes are twisted, i.e., the functions $\psi_1(s)$ and $\psi_2(s)$ (see Fig. 1). It is convenient to look at this twisting as the difference between the twists of the individual tubes, so let us define the variable $\theta(s) = \psi_2(s) - \psi_1(s)$. The relative twisting $\theta(s)$ is governed by the following second order initial value problem

$$\theta'' = c \sin(\theta), \quad \theta'(\ell) = \theta_{tip}, \quad \theta'(0) = 0$$

where $c$ is a constant given by

$$c = \kappa_1 \kappa_2 k_{1b}k_{2b}(k_{1t} + k_{2t}) \frac{k_{1b}k_{2s}(k_{1b} + k_{2b})}{k_{1t}k_{2t}(k_{1b} + k_{2b})}$$

By numerically integrating (2) backwards in arc length from $s = \ell$ (where the initial conditions are known) to $s = 0$, $\theta(s)$ can be obtained. The curvature vectors of each tube $u_i(s)$ and $u_2(s)$ are algebraically related to $\theta(s)$ as

$$u_1 = K_1^{-1} K_2 \theta_\beta e_3 \quad s \in [0, \ell]$$

$$u_2 = K_2 \theta_\beta e_3$$

C. Stability

Until recently, it was unclear how the mechanics-based model of concentric tubes could be used to predict elastic instability. The gap in this understanding has been filled by [12], [13] which go through this issue in detail. In [12], stability is examined from a variational perspective, and a stability metric $\beta$ is proposed. This stability metric is a scalar that is positive when a given concentric tube manipulator configuration is stable, negative when the configuration is unstable (and, therefore, not physically realizable), and zero when a snap occurs. The stability metric can be found by integrating an initial value problem, where the state variable is an allowable variation function $h(s)$, over the arc length interval $s \in [0, \ell]$.

$$h'' = c \cos(\theta) h, \quad h(\ell) = 1, h'(\ell) = 0$$

$h(s)$ and $\theta(s)$ from equation (2) can be found simultaneously by combining (2) and (8) into an initial value problem and numerically integrating. The result of this integration can be used to compute the stability metric $\beta$ as

$$\beta = h(0) + \beta_{eq} h'(0)$$

where

$$\beta_{eq} = \frac{\kappa_1 k_{2t} + \kappa_2 k_{1t}}{k_{1b} + k_{2b}}$$

D. What Happens During Instability?

Perhaps the simplest way to understand what happens during instability is by examining an S-curve, which was first proposed as a stability analysis tool in [11], as shown in Fig. 2 (Left). The S-curve demonstrates how the relative torsional angle at the tip of the manipulator $\theta_{tip}$ maps to the relative torsional angle at the actuators $\theta_\beta$. To generate the S-curve,
\( \theta_{\text{tip}} \) is discretized from \([0, 2\pi]\), and equation (2) is integrated for each value, generating a new \( \theta_\beta \) each time. If the tubes experience no torsional moments, the S-curve would simply be a line \( \theta_\beta = \theta_{\text{tip}} \). The morphing of this line into the S-curve is dictated by the torsional energy storage in the tubes.

Each value of \( \theta_{\text{tip}} \) uniquely defines a configuration of the concentric tube manipulator (though some of those configurations are unstable). The same cannot be said for the relative actuation angle \( \theta_\beta \), as shown in Fig. 2 (Left), some values of \( \theta_\beta \) map to multiple values of \( \theta_{\text{tip}} \). During a 360° rotation of the tubes with respect to each another, the actuators force \( \theta_\beta \) to move from 0° to 360°. As the robot moves, \( \theta_\beta \) begins by moving stably from 0° until it approaches \( \theta_{\text{tip}} \). The moment the actuators command \( \theta_{\text{tip}} \), stability \( S \) goes to zero as shown in Fig. 2 (Center), and an elastic instability occurs. Without changing \( \theta_\beta \), the system snaps to a new \( \theta_{\text{tip}} \) value. The system does this because there is a direction it can move (i.e. an allowable variation) to reduce stored energy by \( \Delta E \), as it snaps from its critically stable configuration to a lower energy, stable configuration, as shown in Fig. 2 (Right). Our goal is to convert this energy into the work required for driving a suture.

### III. Experiments

This section begins by exploring the design space for a two-tube manipulator that is capable of driving a suturing needle. From this analysis, we then select three example designs, which deliver a range of powers during an elastic instability. These designs are subsequently evaluated in parallel throughout the remainder of the experiments.

#### A. Design Space Evaluation and Tube Selection

Since suturing needles have a constant curvature arc shape, a pure rotation at the tip of a concentric tube robot can be used to drive the needle through tissue. As a motivating example, consider surgery in the throat where a rigid endoscope is introduced through the mouth. The goal would be to create a rotational motion to drive the arced suture needle through tissue. To accomplish this, we choose a concentric tube robot design that minimizes Cartesian motion during an elastic instability. One design that does this, which we use in the experiments that follow, is a manipulator with an outer tube that is stiffer and lower in curvature than the inner tube. We note that these choices are somewhat arbitrary, since there are likely a variety of other designs which could exhibit useful needle driving behavior. The tube parameters we selected are shown in Table II. Note that the inner tube is actually (without loss of generality) a nitinol wire which facilitates attaching the needle. We attached the needle by gluing it into a small hole drilled through the wire perpendicular to the wire axis (see Fig. 7). While this attachment method was useful for the proof-of-concept experiments herein, we note that a gripper that can both grab and release and re-grab the needle will be needed in practice for suturing. Creating such a gripper is left to future work. For ease of data analysis, we use a constant \( \tilde{\ell} = 20.7 \) mm.

After these design choices had been made, two more choices remained to fully define the design: the precurvature of the inner nitinol tube and the total length of the inner nitinol tube. To inform these two design decisions, we parameterized the design space with these two variables and looked at three instability metrics: the energy released for that design \( \Delta E \), the angle that the tip of the manipulator sweeps during the snap \( \Delta \theta_{\text{tip}} \), and the base angle (i.e. the motor commanded angle) when the manipulator snaps \( \theta_{\text{tip}}^* \). Refer to Fig. 2 for the definition of the each of these variables. The resulting design spaces are shown in Fig. 3. A tip deflection limit of 0.3 mm was chosen somewhat arbitrarily as a good threshold for defining minimal tip motion during snapping. The mechanics-based model was then used to check candidate designs against this threshold, and maximum strain was also evaluated to ensure that this value remains below the plastic deformation limit at all times (see Table III).

As shown in Fig. 3 (Left) the energy released varies between viable designs from 0 to over 150 mJ. The angle that the tip sweeps ranges from 0° to over 260°. We prefer that our chosen design sweep through at least 180° in order to drive the needle through the tissue plane. The tube angle the motors must command before instability occurs ranges from 180° to over 360° for our chosen design space. This variable can be thought of as “loading” the energy into the manipulator, which will subsequently be suddenly unloaded during the instability. It is interesting to note that there are designs (not shown here) where the tubes can be wound up well over 360°, and even multiple full revolutions. Since the energy released and snap angle combination needed to adequately drive the suture were not well-known a priori, we chose three designs – each with...
The challenge, from a modeling perspective, of understanding the power released during an elastic instability is that the mechanics-based model for concentric tube robots is quasi-static. In other words, the model predicts the system configuration/energy storage before the snap, and immediately following the snap, but does not predict anything about what happens during the snap. A dynamic model is needed to predict the behavior of the robot during the snap, but such a model has yet to be formulated for concentric tube robots.

However, as a first step towards understanding the power available, we can combine the quasistatic model-predicted energy release and measure the time of the snap, to estimate the average power released during a snap. To measure this, we use a high speed camera (Phantom v310, Vision Research USA) to determine the duration of the elastic instabilities for each of the three chosen designs. The experimental setup is as shown in Fig. 5, but the synthetic skin was not present for this experiment. Fig. 4 shows a frame recorded from just before and just after the snap. The different designs were implemented simply by changing the location at which the inner tube was grasped, which is equivalent to changing the variable ℓ₁. The inner tube was held in a rotational stage by a collet and could be rotated precisely via a manual knob.

Images were taken at 40,000 frames per second, and the angle of the needle was measured frame-by-frame as the snap occurred. The angular velocity of the needle was measured from these measurements, and is shown for the three designs in Fig. 8. Here, we define the start of a snap as the time when the needle’s velocity reaches 20% of its maximum value. We chose this threshold because the start of a snap was challenging to identify visually and depends on a variety of factors such as friction and the speed with which the input dial was rotated by hand. We similarly defined the end of the snap as the time when the needle reaches its maximum angular velocity. Each design exhibited maximum angular velocities over 4,000 rad/s, with the needle reaching over 8,000 rad/s in the design with the highest predicted energy release. The model-predicted energy release (ΔE) was divided by the snap time to calculate an average power prediction for each experiment, as shown in Table IV. This power prediction is intended to give an ap-
D. Driving the Suture Needle Through Tissue

As mentioned in Section III-A, we designed the concentric tubes so the inner tube will achieve a nearly pure rotation. To use this rotation to drive a needle, we attached the needle to the tip of the concentric tube manipulator. We did this by drilling a 0.6 mm diameter hole in the tip of the inner tube. We then bent a small portion of a 180° suture needle (Ethicon, USA) to provide an offset that could be inserted into this hole and glued in place. The offset is approximately normal to the arc of the remainder of the needle, as shown in Fig. 7. The intent of this offset was to enable the needle path to follow its own circular arc through tissue as it is actuated by the rotation of the tip of the concentric tube manipulator. The synthetic skin to be sutured (Your Design Medical USA) was held in place and the needle was driven via elastic instability for each of the three designs. We note that in an eventual clinical embodiment, the offset would be replaced by a gripper that could grasp and release the needle in this orientation with respect to the needle tip, but we leave the design of such a gripper to future work.

For all three configurations, the needle was able to slice through the skin (see supplementary video attachment). The configuration with the lowest energy release barely delivered the needle fully through the tissue, with the tip of the needle just protruding through the skin’s surface. The configuration with the highest energy release traveled through the skin rapidly and ended with a large length of needle protruding from the tissue (see Fig. 6 for a series of photos from this motion). It should be noted that these experiments consider only the first step of suturing; complete suturing will require future development of a gripper that can grasp, hold, and...
release the needle, as well as tie a knot when needed. The bent needle fixed to the tip of the concentric tube manipulator was used for ease of manufacturing so that the authors could focus on the feasibility studies presented in this paper, but in an actual application, a standard clinical suturing needle would be used. We envision the concentric tube manipulator equipped with a short straight rod that extends laterally from its tip and terminates in a grasper that can grasp and release the suturing needle after each suture is thrown.

IV. DISCUSSION & CONCLUSION

Using elastic instabilities to perform a task may seem counterintuitive, since normally these movements are to be avoided at all costs. However, there may be instances when elastic instability could be beneficially harnessed. Perhaps one needs to cut tissue in a constrained space, and a snap could deliver the power necessary to do so. Another example would be in throwing a suture, as studied in this paper. An example of where that might be done in a manner very much like the prototype used in this paper is throwing a suture from the tip of a rigid endoscope in a deep anatomical cavity, as is the case when doing surgery in the human throat using a rigid endoscope. Here, a concentric tube robot much like the ones we used experimentally in this paper could be deployed through the endoscope’s working port. Future work is needed to understand how the energy delivered to the needle will interact dynamically with tissues of various properties. Modeling this needle-tissue interaction is beyond the scope of the current paper, but is a fascinating modeling and design challenge.

These proof-of-concept experiments demonstrate the potential of using concentric tube elastic instabilities, previously viewed as undesirable events, to drive a suturing needle. This is one example of how elastic instabilities might be harnessed beneficially. We suspect that there may be other applications in minimally invasive surgery requiring high power delivery from small-diameter instruments (e.g. applying clips, staples, driving needles). The suturing concept used for proof-of-concept in this paper also still clearly requires additional advancements before it can be practically applied in surgery. Most importantly, a gripper must be developed that can grasp and release the needle, and the suture must be tied at the end, potentially using the same or a similar grasper. Still, the results in this paper show for the first time how the energy generated in an elastic instability can be harnessed beneficially, and may inspire future use of elastic instability to perform other beneficial minimally invasive surgical tasks.
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